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SEPARATED Broadcaster: Channel 2 // Episodes: 13 x 30 mins

W

THEY MAY BE OLDER BUT THEY’RE DEFINITELY NOT WISER!
Separated is the witty comedy that follows a group of 4 childhood friends as they begin a new journey
of singlehood and freedom together. Now in their early forties and separated from their wives, they are
finally unleashed and on the loose! But as they try to relight the spark of their youth and let their innerchildren spring to life, they discover that their independence is not all it’s cracked up to be…
Whether about getting back in shape or working on their flirting skills, each stand-alone
episode follows the friends’ search for happiness and the creative, ridiculous and absurd
Increased
ways that they go about it.
slot’s ratings
by 21%!

LA FAMIGLIA Broadcaster: Channel 10 // Episodes: 30 x 30 mins
JUST A NORMAL FAMILY
The hilarious Israeli comedy, La Famiglia follows the lives of a perfectly normal suburban family living
in the divorce capital of the country. With many reasons to be happy, they have even more reasons to
go to therapy… their sex life, his best friend, her complaints, and of course, his mother. Their therapy
sessions provide the entertaining basis for the series, through which we flashback to the comical,
stand-alone scenes from their daily life. Each episode is a new therapy session that brings up the most
embarrassing, bizarre, awkward and insane moments that are a part of every family’s life!
2nd season
now airing

KARL & MAX Broadcaster: TVA, Canada // Episodes: 10 x 60 mins
WHAT WOULD YOU DO WITH A DEAD BODY, A GUN AND A BAG FULL OF CASH?
Karl & Max are just 2 ordinary guys on an ordinary fishing trip… until they find a bag containing a
gun and millions in cash! In spite of themselves, they are thrown into a world that they could have never
imagined. Caught up in a race against organized crime for the money and trapped by the lies they must
spin to their loved ones, they are swept along by the unfolding events.
Will Karl and Max be able to return to their peaceful lives and save not only their dreams and their
relationships, but also their own skins? In this refreshing dramedy filled with suspense,
Airing soon
humor and miscommunications, a single decision can change your whole life!

on TV5MONDE!

THE ODDS

Broadcaster: TVA, Canada // Episodes: 50 x 30 mins

HONEY BADGERS

Broadcaster: Channel 2 // Episodes: 12 x 30 mins

WILL THEIR LOVE WIN AGAINST
ALL ODDS?

WILL THEY FAKE IT TILL THEY
MAKE IT?

A touching romantic comedy that follows
the story of a man who leaves his wife for
another woman, and then tries everything to
win her back when he realizes he’s made a
mistake. The one thing they agree on is
to put their daughter’s happiness
5 hit
first. But can they truly reconcile
seasons
against the odds?
on TVA!

4 small-town friends change their
identities to get jobs at one of the world’s
top financial firms. They will fake it all to
appear more sophisticated and achieve
their fantasy of opening their own
29%
investment company. Will they
share on
keep their identities intact long
Israel’s
Ch. 2
enough to reach their goal?

LIFE ISN’T EVERYTHING Broadcaster: Ch. 2 // Episodes: 150 x 30 mins

THE GREEN PROJECT Broadcaster: HOT // Episodes: 49 x 30 mins

BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU WISH FOR…

ANY SCENE IS POSSIBLE

Touching, honest and funny, Life Isn’t
Everything is a romantic and slightly
cynical sitcom that centers on a comedy
writer who can’t seem to figure out life.
Just when he thinks he’s got
it all, he realizes he should
Israel’s
be more careful of what he
longestwishes – life might just give
running
it to him!
sitcom!

What if you could perform sketches
anywhere in the universe, in any time or
place? In The Green Project a troupe of
comedians heads into the studio to do just
that. With only a prop closet and a green
screen at their disposal, they create an
endless collection of hilarious sketches
against any backdrop they can imagine!

SUSPENSE / DRAMA
NE

NO RETURN Broadcaster: Record TV, Brazil // Episodes: 13 x 60 mins

W

HOW FAR WILL THEY GO TO SURVIVE?
A dramatic survival story unfolds when a group of mountain climbers, setting out to conquer one of the
world’s most dangerous peaks, get caught up in a torrential storm leaving them stranded in the Brazilian
jungle. And when they discover that their trusted guide has lied to them, they have no hope of rescue.
Lost and injured, the climbers are confronted with a series of unexpected and chaotic events that will
change their destiny.
In a tension-filled drama where every decision can mean life or death, no one will return the same!

THE KILLER INSIDE Broadcaster: TVA, Canada // Episodes: 30 x 60 mins
THERE’S NO WAY OUT
In this psychological thriller, an interrogation specialist and her team will delve into 3 suspects’
psychological truth in each episode. Investigating the world of crime from a new and unprecedentedly
realistic perspective, she will solve the murders in her own, unpredictable way. As she builds a
relationship of trust with suspects, she uncovers their lies and gets them to confess – all from the
interrogation room. And as the murders are solved, will her complicated personal relationships reach
their own solutions, or are they a ticking time bomb? The Killer Inside portrays the rich, complex
world of the interrogation room, with its constant mix of suspense and emotions, using
4th season
a unique and intriguing fly-on-the-wall method.
soon in Canada!

THE WORDMAKER Broadcaster: HOT // Episodes: 7 x 60 mins
WHEN DREAMS AND REALITY MERGE
A professor of sleep disorders, Dr. Ari Milus wakes up one night at a bar with no memory of how he got
there. Realizing that his childhood parasomnia has returned, Ari is forced to face his troubled past within a
religious sect led by the charismatic and revered Wordmaker. And when the people close to Ari are found
dead and he becomes the main suspect, he begins to question himself and whether his past holds more
answers than he ever knew. The more he discovers, the less certain he becomes about what is real and
what is in his mind. A gripping and atmospheric drama, The Wordmaker explores the dark corners of the
human psyche and the blurred line between dreams and reality.

HOSTAGES

Broadcaster: Channel 10 // Episodes: 22 x 60 mins

HOW WOULD YOU CHOOSE BETWEEN YOUR FAMILY AND THE LIFE OF THE PRESIDENT?
The highly acclaimed crime-thriller that follows a renowned surgeon about to perform a routine
operation on the President when her family is taken hostage. She is ordered to sabotage the
procedure and kill the President – or her family will die. As we follow one woman’s battle to save
both her family and the President, we are taken on an emotional journey where all are fighting
for survival. Raising the channel’s ratings by 75%, Hostages won the Monte Carlo Award for Best
Drama and has now aired in over 20 countries, including the UK’s BBC where it received rave
reviews.
Now on

Netflix

THE ARBITRATOR Broadcaster: HOT3 // Episodes: 45 x 60 mins

STREET JUSTICE Broadcaster: Channel 10 // Episodes: 25 x 60 mins

ONCE YOU ENTER THE FAMILY,
THERE IS NO WAY BACK

TO PROTECT THE LAW, SOMETIMES
YOU NEED TO BREAK IT

This riveting crime drama, HOT’s most
successful Israeli drama series with over
5.5 million VOD downloads, follows a social
worker who discovers that his father is
head of the Underworld. Drawn deeper
into this dark world, will he be
Now
on VTV,
able to return to his old life…?

The top-rated drama in its time slot,
Street Justice blurs the lines between
legality and justice in a series packed
with non-stop action. A hot-headed police
detective takes the law into his own hands
as he works to clean up the streets.

Vietnam

Soon in
Ukraine!

VERTIGE Broadcaster: Séries+ & TVA, Canada // Episodes: 6 x 60 mins
ONLY YOUR MEMORY CAN SAVE YOU
A dramatic mini-series that follows the
story of a young woman who awakens
from a 3-month coma. With no memory of
the 24 hours prior to her alleged suicide
attempt, she tries to piece together what
really happened and realizes she
Won 8
can trust no one.
Gémeaux
awards

ZAGOURI EMPIRE

Broadcaster: HOT // Episodes: 51 x 60 mins

ALLENBY Broadcaster: Channel 10 // Episodes: 8 x 60 mins
YOU CAN LOOK, BUT YOU CAN’T
TOUCH
An addictive psychological drama that
follows an alluring stripper who falls
victim to an aggressive assault, plunging
her into a nightmare that only she can
put right. Heralded by critics as
“highly compelling”, Allenby
In
increased the channel’s
production
share by 84%.
in Brazil

THE NAKED TRUTH Broadcaster: Channel 10 // Episodes: 16 x 30 mins

YOU CAN’T RUN FROM YOUR FATE

THE TRUTH HAS MANY FACES

After being banished from his family, Aviel
Zagouri returns home when his dying
grandfather makes him vow to re-open the
family business. The superstitious family’s
life is turned upside down after his greataunt puts a curse that can only be lifted by
the restaurant’s success.
HOT’s most successful drama with recordbreaking views!

In this thrilling drama, set in an
interrogation room and the adjacent
space, investigators strive to find a
missing teenage girl.
As breakthroughs are made, new
suspects are incriminated, and the
investigators come closer to
discovering the shocking truth.

THE GODMOTHER Broadcaster: Series+, Canada // Episodes: 5 x 60 mins

THE RAN QUADRUPLETS Broadcaster: Ch. 2 // Episodes: 29 x 45 mins

A TOUGH WOMAN IN A MAN’S
WORLD

BEING THE SAME HAS NEVER BEEN
SO DIFFERENT!

A moving and tense mini-series based
on a true story that follows the familyoriented Paloma Hermosa who heads
up a powerful crime organization, until a
detective disrupts her well-ordered life
with an investigation that ultimately leads
to her imprisonment.

The Ran siblings, the first quadruplets born
in their country, became a national sensation
with a documentary project filming them
every 8 years. Now they are 32 years old and
the 5th documentary captures their issues
over identity, career, relationships and family
as they forge their own paths while struggling
to find their individual identity.

DAILY DRAMA
EXPOSED Broadcaster: HOT // Episodes: 160 x 30 mins

PICK-UP Broadcaster: Channel 10 // Episodes: 100 x 30 mins

WHERE THE REAL DRAMA TAKES
PLACE BEHIND THE SCENES

FASTEN YOUR SEATBELTS, IT’S
GOING TO BE A BUMPY RIDE!

Ever wondered what goes on behind the
scenes of a major newsroom? Exposed
deals with the rise and fall of one of the
nation’s most tenacious TV anchors as
she faces scandal and deception.

Pick-Up tells the story of an airline with a
reputation for cheap charters, crowded
seats, bumpy rides and gorgeous flight
attendants (including Bar Refaeli!). Each
episode is packed with exciting and
turbulent stories told at 30,000 feet.

DANNY HOLLYWOOD Broadcaster: Yes // Episodes: 200 x 30 mins

THE PLACE Broadcaster: Channel 10 // Episodes: 40 x 30 mins

EVERY COUNTRY HAS ITS MUSICAL
LEGEND

STEAMING STORIES. WELL DONE
AND RARE.

Tripling the channel’s share and creating a
successful spin-off series, Danny Hollywood
– the country’s most popular rock star – dies
mysteriously before his wedding in 1968.
Skip to today, where a young filmmaker tries
to solve the mystery before it happens –
again.

The Place is the city’s trendiest
restaurant, where each night new and
interesting characters dine. Their stories,
together with intrigues and dangerous
love triangles between the waiters and
restaurant owners, create episodes as
spicy as the dishes.

